


synopsis
The thesis has evolved from an architecture competition for a new 
cultural precinct, in the city of gold coast, Australia. The design 
has also been entered as a proposal for the new precinct.

The project focuses upon how the design can evolve while keeping 
the initial expression or idea of a design. Working on the aesthetic 
and atmosphere as an design tool.

Out from this large scale project the group has decided to detail a 
two of the four buildings due to the size of the project. Amongst 
them a auditorium where acoustics has been a key factor in the 
design.
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Living arts centre

Artscape

New arts museum

Site wide strategy

The catalyst for the creation of the Gold Coast 
Cultural Precinct is a program of capital works 
driven and supported by Council. This program is 
currently being considered in three components: 

• the living arts centre

• artscape Evandale

• the new arts museum

This program will be supported 
by associated infrastructure and 
programming within the precinct.

Main program

Associated infrastructure 
and programming

Description

Precinct definition 21

Living arts centre

The living arts centre will carve out a niche in 
touring and home-grown productions, developing 
local talent and delivering excellence in a diverse 
array of performing arts. A distinctive architectural 
makeover, reconfiguration and extension will 
turn the existing buildings inside out to create 
a mix of theatre sizes and formats, including a 
new state-of-the-art 400-500 seat theatre and 
spaces for rehearsal, practice, live gigs and 
a lively program of production, presentation 
and participatory events and activities.

Artscape Evandale

Artscape Evandale will interface seamlessly with 
the living arts centre and new arts museum. 
It will be our great outdoor stage, accessible 
to all and activated through a rich and ever-
changing artistic program. The landscape will 
feature: an events amphitheatre, urban screen, 
waterscape, public artworks, pavilions, market/
festivals space, cafes and restaurants.

New arts museum

The new arts museum is the Gold Coast 
museum par excellence. It will be the must-
see destination for residents and visitors 
wanting to understand and connect with the 
essence of the Gold Coast. It plays its role as 
a platform to share home grown talent, but 
also to reflect our local collective memory 
through archiving and heritage conservation 
of the contemporary city. With incubator and 
studio spaces, it will also be a place for training, 
mentoring, making and marketing of arts, 
crafts, design and other creative practices.
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This project is produced as a competition proposal, participating 
in the first stage of the two stage international competition of de-
signing a new cultural precinct in Gold Coast, Australia. The first 
stage is open and of a conceptual character, while the second stage 
of the competition is more detailed and for three teams chosen by 
a jury.

The new cultural precinct should contain a performing arts cen-
tre, a new arts museum and a landscaping plan relating to the arts, 
which is dubbed the “artscape”. The city wishes for a variation in 
theatre sizes and functions. The precinct should accomodate both 
the experience of the arts but also the creation by featuring work-
shops and studios.

This project, being also a student project, has a conceptual scope 
on the complex building programme as a whole. The main theme 
is theatre building, and a more detailed focus is given to the main 
auditorium. Thus the design focus covers the main architectural 
concept, the spaces between the building volumes, the lobby and 
the main auditorium. Weight has been given on work with the at-
mosphere surrounding the arrival and flow through the precinct 
and the scenario of attending a live performance as well as the 
acoustical and visual experience in the auditorium.

context
Gold Coast is a relatively young city undergoing development and 
currently finds a need of a cultural heart and identity. Gold Coast 
is especially famous for its holiday and surfer culture and the city 
feature some of Australia’s tallest buildings. One of the currently 
most significant landmarks of Gold Coast is Q1, one of the tallest 
sky scrapers in Australia. Even though, the city is in need of a cul-
tural landmark, which further south is exemplified in Jørn Utzon’s 
Sydney Opera House. 

A distinct characteristic of Gold Coast is the typology mix and the 
man-made landscape and rivers, visible on p. 14-15. High-rises up 
to 200-300 meters are closely combined with with a low typology 
of one to five stories. The sky scrapers form a vertical barrier to-
wards the ocean in a linear concentration along the beach. Many 
commercial functions and sky scrapers are concentrated around 
Surfers Paradise, which is envision to be linked to the site at Evan-
dale by a green connection for pedestrians.
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The catalyst for the creation of the Gold Coast 
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by associated infrastructure and 
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Associated infrastructure 
and programming
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turn the existing buildings inside out to create 
a mix of theatre sizes and formats, including a 
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spaces for rehearsal, practice, live gigs and 
a lively program of production, presentation 
and participatory events and activities.
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It will be our great outdoor stage, accessible 
to all and activated through a rich and ever-
changing artistic program. The landscape will 
feature: an events amphitheatre, urban screen, 
waterscape, public artworks, pavilions, market/
festivals space, cafes and restaurants.

New arts museum

The new arts museum is the Gold Coast 
museum par excellence. It will be the must-
see destination for residents and visitors 
wanting to understand and connect with the 
essence of the Gold Coast. It plays its role as 
a platform to share home grown talent, but 
also to reflect our local collective memory 
through archiving and heritage conservation 
of the contemporary city. With incubator and 
studio spaces, it will also be a place for training, 
mentoring, making and marketing of arts, 
crafts, design and other creative practices.
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COnCEPT

p. 10-11

1 bird’s  eye on s ite

2 gold coast skyl ine

3 new york central park

4 mountain insp irat ion

5 mountain insp irat ion
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The building concept evolves from the intention of bringing dra-
matic nature and organic elements back into the rigorous, geomet-
rical city to inspire and express the creation and experience of local 
arts and culture. A contrast to the conformity and repetition of 
the built context is thought to express a sensuous and atmospheric 
interpretation of the city. 

The concept of the mountain or rising landscape comes into mind, 
an organic and natural contrast to the one-dimensional sky scrap-
ers as well as a reference to the western hinterland visible on the 
horizon. An uncompromising, recreational oasis within walking 
distance of the centre of Surfers Paradise will provide the city with 
a cultural and recreational centre. This will accompany and coun-
terweight the linear concentration of commerce and recreation 
along the ocean beach, thus creating a cultural heart for the city to 
identify with.

The idea of the precinct being a centre is emphasized by the in-
troduction of the gaps. They are conceived as chaotic, geometrical 
shapes breaking and controlling the organic landscape, a dramatic 
element building up an atmosphere upon arrival. The gaps point 
towards the centre and from the centre to significant views and 
flows in the near context. 

The idea of the precinct being a centre of concentration continues 
into the architectural concept and the introduction of the sphere 
as the ultimately directionless and centralized volume. The strong-
est functional symbol of both the performance and experience 
of the live art is the main theatre, which is contained within the 
sphere. Thus the sphere becomes both a functional and aesthetical 
symbol and representation of the essence of the arts, expressing the 
abstraction, intangibility and liveliness characterising the arts, as if 
the creation of art would sprout from this inner core hidden under 
the landscape.

sphere
alumin ium

facades
concrete

skin
moss
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surfers paradise

chevron island

evandale

arrival by car

arrival by foot

v iew to skyl ine
arrival by boat

v iew along r iver
arrival by boat
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ArrIvAL

p. 20-21

1 aerial  v iew on gold coast

2 aerial  v iew on near context

3 aerial  v iew on s ite

4 arrival v ia  br idge from chevron island

5 arrival by car

6 arrival by boat
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p. 14-15
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The experience of arriving at the precinct is different depending on 
the means of transportation. Each of the four paths leads to a site 
entrance by foot, car or boat, while all of them offer a view towards 
the sphere, leading the way. Thus access paths and views both to 
and from the sphere and plaza have been main parameters when 
placing building functions on site.

The precinct is connected to the city centre of Surfers Paradise by 
a pedestrian bridge linking to Chevron Island to the north. Thus a 
view to the sphere is obtained all the way from Chevron island, so 
that pedestrians are encouraged to take the turn south to Evandale. 

The path and view towards west relates to guests arriving by car 
having a view towards the sphere before driving underground. The 
ramp down is combined into the western pedestrian path, which 
connects the park to the precinct.

To the east and southeast respectively, two of the main paths relate 
to the river and arrival by boat. The view lines are placed, so that a 
view to the sphere is obtained not only from the river, but in the 
direction of travel, so that everyone passing by on water experienc-
es a journey towards the mountain and the core. A shuttle boat to 
Surfers Paradise is envisioned as an alternative to the walking route.

sphere
alumin ium

facades
concrete

skin
moss
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entrance

restaurant plateau

entrance lobby plateau

performance stage

arts museum plateau

entrance
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PLAzA

p. 28-29

1 v iew towards sphere

2 cross sect ion 1 :200

3 facade elevat ion

4 plaza funct ions

5 v iew along path

6 plaza at day

7 plaza at n ight

p. 26-27

p. 24-25
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Moving on from the atmosphere of the park one enters into one 
of four gaps between the building volumes. In both form and ma-
terial, the gaps break and contrast the organic shapes of the land-
scape. From the open park space the warm sphere is partly visible 
through the gaps. The sphere being lit provides a warm glow to the 
central plaza, perceptible from the outside. Inside the gaps, intima-
cy, dimensions, form and materials are used to create the specific 
atmosphere of a descent from an oasis into the cool mountain gaps 
resulting in a tall and vertical space when compared to the human 
scale. Concrete is a material that has a distinct cold presence, while 
affording a sense of mass and solidity, ideal to create the sense of a 
movement underground. The dimensions of the space is defined 
so that the space is tall, narrow and dramatic and enclosed by mass 
though still voluminous and spacious. The acoustics and reverber-
ation time of the concrete is intended to contribute to the sense of 
enclosure, mass and low experienced temperature of the space.

The sphere is in contrast to the concrete, the aluminium having a 
warm glow attracting guests towards the centre. The plaza becomes 
the central space from where buildings are entered: the crater in-
side the mountain and the culmination of the flow through the 
central planned building. It envisaged that the sphere functions as 
an acoustic reflector, when the subjacent space is utilized as an am-
phitheatre or concert space, inspired from vineyard-typology con-
cert halls. Formally, the plaza interprets the shape of the facades 
in a series of contours allowing and audience to experience what 
takes place on the stage both visually and acoustically. The plaza 
is programmed on three deep steps allowing for the restaurant to 
serve outside and the arts museum to install temporary artwork. 
When arriving by car, stairs lead from the parking level directly to 
the central plaza.

columns
steel

sphere
alumin ium

facades
concrete
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opera theatre
1610 seats

1100m 2

large cinema
308 seats
375m 2

small c inemas
140 seats
190m 2

drama theatre
637 seats

450m 2

conference
360 seats
400m 2

venue
600m 2

black box theatre
280 seats
230m 2
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LOBBy

p. 38-39

1 v iew from lobby balcony

2 flow and organisat ion of theatres

3 plan level 6  metres 1 :200

4 v iew from ramp into arts museum

5 v iew from ramp into sphere

p. 36-37

p. 34-35

4

5
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p. 40-41
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The lobby interior continues the scale, expression and materials of 
the outside facades on the inside in order to strengthen the concept 
of the chaotic concrete gaps contra the simple sphere. 

The circulation space of the lobby leads to the five cinemas, the 
conference hall, a venue space, and a black box theatre. The drama 
and opera auditoriums area reached by following the spiral ramp 
starting from the lobby. The flow of the ramp relates to the sphere 
and the plaza: guests experience the space and the sphere from all 
sides while ascending to the level of the opera auditorium. Inside 
the library and art museum volumes, the ramp becomes open mez-
zanine levels in the tall lobby spaces for bar and intermission areas. 

The ramp culminates as it intersects with the sphere. This is the 
point, where one leaves space of the gaps and the inside of the 
mountain and enters the core, and main attraction of the precinct 
and the auditorium. Starting from here, a reference to the organ-
ic landscape covering the precinct is obtained: guests are met by a 
soft, woven space referring to the warm inside of the core, contrast-
ing in many ways the experience of being in the gaps.

floor
terrazzo

sphere interior
red upholstery

columns
steel

sphere
alumin ium

walls
concrete
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SECTIOn
1:200
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AUDITOrIUM

SECTIOn
1:200
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AUDITOrIUM

p. 48-49

1 perspect ive  from top left balcony

2 auditorium sect ion 1 :500

3 plan level 20,5  1 :500

4 plan level 26 1 :500

5 plan level 32 1 :500

6 cave insp irat ion

7 chile  marble caves insp irat ion

8 perspect ive  from auditorium front

9 perspect ive  from lower rear balcony

10 perspect ive  from stage

p. 46-47

p. 44-45

p. 50-51
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7 9

6 8
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3 5
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walls
steamed wood

handrail
alumin ium

seats
red wool

Inside the auditorium, one gets the sensation of being inside the 
core  as the organic shapes reoccur as reference to the surrounding 
landscape. The warm nuances of the wood and upholstery function 
acoustically and contribute to to the atmosphere.
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SITE AnD 
COnTExT

p. 56-57

1 bird’s  eye day

2 bird’s  eye n ight

3 s ite  plan 1 :2000

p. 54-55

1

3

1

1

2
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The surrounding context is characterized by the two extremes: 
100-300 meter sky scrapers by the ocean water front and 1-6 sto-
ry buildings in the immediate surroundings of the site. The two 
extremes have in common an international and quite conforming 
architectural style as if extruded a number of stories from a plan 
outline. 

The building concept relates to the low typology by gradually as-
cending from the ground to reach a height of 70 meters above wa-
ter level. The green site fits into the immediate context as an organ-
ic landscape and oasis bounded by water in an otherwise built and 
strictly planned context. 

The precinct relates to the skyline by contrasting the vertical ele-
ments and the inherent symbolism of the sky scraper. In this way, 
the building reinterprets the culture and soul of Gold Coast as a 
city of creativity, arts and leisure and provides the city with a large, 
recreational park close to the city centre.
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plan level +6.0

plan level +17.5

plan level -4 .0
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1 plaza amphitheater

2 entrance lobby

3 restaurant

4 staff entrance

5 drama theatre

6 drama stage

7 dress ing rooms

8 scene dock

9 rehearsal

10 recording studio

11 scenery workshop

12 cinemas

13 museum support

14 storage

15 technical space
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2 entrance lobby
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OrGAnISATIOn

p. 64-65

1 sect ion 1 :500

2 plan level 1  1 :1000

3 plan level 6  1 :1000

4 plan level 17,5  1 :1000

5 plan level -4  1 :1000

6 facade north 1 :1000

7 facade south 1 :1000

8 facade east 1 :1000

9 facade west 1 :1000

p. 62-63

p. 60-61

4 5
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2 3

7 9
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p. 66-67
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The building organisation is based on four separate volumes for-
mally connected by a central sculptural sphere. The idea is that the 
main auditorium contained within the sphere should connect to 
both front of house, which is lobby, auditoriums etc., and back of 
house, which is stage, dressing rooms, supporting functions etc., 
as the only element linking these building parts. This means that 
functions that do not require large support area such as cinema 
and conference are placed inside the volume containing the lobby, 
whereas functions that require large support areas such as opera 
and drama theatre are located in the support volume, thus sharing 
the same workshop, rehearsal, dressing, orchestra and administra-
tive facilities. The two remaining volumes accommodate arts mu-
seum and library respectively.

It is visible how the placement of the auditorium in a separate el-
ement, the sphere, enables the integration of the significant stage 
tower into the tallest point of a coherent shape rather than attach-
ing the tower as a separate element. This results in the emergence 
of a covered public plaza and a culmination of the landscape at the 
centre of the building. In order to experience and understand the 
sphere visually from inside, the lobby becomes a tall and volumi-
nous space, leaving a great volume around the sphere for it to char-
acterize the space. 

In plan the central organisation is clearly visible and it characterizes 
the flow. Upon entrance through the gaps or from parking level to 
the central plaza, three lobbies are accessible from the same level. 
Theatre guests enter the performing arts lobby at this level, where 
box office, cloak room and toilets are accessible. Stairs and eleva-
tors lead to the lobby circulation space, from where cinemas and 
conference hall are accessed. On the above levels, venue space for 
comedy and jazz, as well as the 280 seat black box theatre are ac-
cessible. The ramp leads to the drama and opera theatres through a 
series of intermission spaces.

sphere
alumin ium

facades
concrete

skin
moss
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COnCEPT

1 hand drawing concept

2 hand drawing concept

3 hand drawing concept

4 conceptual render

5 3d model

6 3d model

7 lake moogerah

8 glasshouse mountain

9 glasshouse mountain 

10 mad architects: ordos museum

11 connect ion to skyl ine

12 narrow pathway

13 petra v is ion

14 ancient c ity  of petra

15 jean nouvel: one new change, london
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The conceptual idea of a mountain started as a need to bring na-
ture back to the city of Gold Coast. As a city of rapid expansion,  
Gold Coast saw the need to establish a cultural centre as the heart 
of the city.  As if the long lost heritage of the city breaks out of 
the ground, forming a mountain of culture, and creating a green, 
recreational area amongst the high-rises.  

The form of the building takes its cues from the surrounding hin-
terlands and the organic shaped roof has been developed from a 
modest representation of a mountain to a  more varied form fitted 
to the functions underneath. However keeping the aesthetics 
and the initial idea in mind in the ongoing process.  rather than 
making one massive form, the mountain is separated into four 
different buildings which relates to one another without being 
just a form cut into pieces.  

The narrow paths leading into the centre of the mountain has 
been inspired by the ancient city of Petra. Where the sense of 
walking in between narrow cliffs, before reaching a larger central-
ized space, divides the different experiences.  In the project the 
narrow corridors follow certain guidelines . Two of the corridors 
visually connects a central plaza to the city by having a directed 
view to selected high-rises. The other corridors are oriented to-
wards the main access paths leading into the site. 

In the midst of this is the core. A suspended auditorium wedged 
in between the different buildings. A sphere of copper coloured 
aluminium reviling a glow as the sun hits the material.  Serving as 
the inner core of the earth and the main attraction. 

The basis for sphere material selection has been the atmosphere 
and patina that is obtained. Copper has a warm nuance that 
creates a tension between the cold nuances and masses of the con-
crete and the skin. But copper has a characteristic patina, that is 
very interesting and highly desired but unobtainable indoors com-
pared to outdoors. Though the sphere intersects with the building 
volumes, it is important that it is conceived as a whole, and a char-
acteristic patina is thus unwanted. A more suitable material in this 
situation is aluminium, which can be produced in warm nuances. 
An example of this is Ordos Museum by MAD Architects.
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AUDITOrIUM 
COnCEPT

p. 80-81

1 auditorium insp irat ion

2 zaha hadid: guangzhou opera

3 jean nouvel: dr koncertsal

10
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The main theater derives from the competition conditions, where 
it specifies that the theater will contain different performances, in-
cluding opera, broadway shows, musicals and dance performances.  
This diversity induces different acoustical requirements that needs 
to be integrated into one theater. 

According to different acoustical requirements, there is different 
hall typologies. The most consistent performer is the shoebox or 
rectangular plan because of its acoustical advantages. However in 
the case of opera, the horseshoe is popular among architects be-
cause of its dramatic- and large freedom of appearance.  (Marshall, 
2005). 

The concept of the main theater, is the atmosphere of a cave. The 
cave is a dark enclosed space, defined by dramatic rock formations 
where materiality and light is the atmosphere. The intimacy of the 
cave, is something that can be brought into the theater, where the 
feeling of being enclosed is important. The fascination of the cave, 
induces different studies of how to translate the intimacy and nat-
uralness into the architecture of the auditorium. 

The horseshoe typology is chosen as a basis for the theater, because 
of its adaptability, and dramatic appareance compared to more reg-
ular shapes. The Guanzhou Opera of zaha Hadid and Dr Concert 
House by Jean nouvel is examined, since the projects has similari-
ties to the described design parameters. 

Guanzhou Opera, derives from the horseshoe typology and is 
modified by separating the  balconies into parts. This irregularity, 
makes the auditorium seem more natural, alive and intimate. Com-
bined with the mode of expression, the double curved shapes in 
same material,  creates an enclosed space and the right atmosphere.

The concert hall by Jean nouvel, has another mode of expression, 
but the atmosphere is comparable. The hall, refers back to the cave  
by giving the same intimate atmosphere.

These projects has been inspiration of how to interpretate perform-
ing arts, and how to combine a performance with an experience 
created by atmosphere. 
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ACOUSTIC 
DESIGn

1 in it ial  auditorium concept

2 in it ial  auditorium concept

3 adoust ic  rays in  plan and sect ion

4 process v isual izat ion

5 process v isual izat ion

6 process v isual izat ion

7 process v isual izat ion

8 process v isual izat ion

9 material  prototype 

10 material  irregularit ies  sect ion

11 reverberat ion t ime d iagram

12 rays d istr ibut ion perspect ive
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With the idea of the auditorium as an intimate enclosed space 
with the reference back to caves, the first studies tested the concave 
shape. The concave shape contributed to the atmosphere of being 
inside a cave, In an acoustical point of view, the  concave shape 
has some challenges according to the distribution of the sound. In 
comparison to the convex shape, the concave creates concentrated 
reflections. Further studies examined how to enhance the concave 
shape, by rotating the concave curve,  away from the direct sound. 
In this way, the expression could be obtained and the acoustics im-
proved. 

The idea of combining concave and convex shapes, was also exam-
ined, and it became obvious that it gives the acoustics better condi-
tions. In the combination, it is possible to make the convex shapes 
reflect sound specific to the ground floor and the two balconies. 

A normal horseshoe has two or three balconies on a row. Studies 
are made to see, how a separation, can contribute to the overall at-
mosphere comparable to the cave. Before this, several studies upon 
the mode of expression is made. The organic expressions seems to 
be the best one according to the idea of one enclosed volume, where 
it is percieved as one interior. For the whole surface, the same mate-
rial will be applied, in order to enhance this feeling. 

In order to evaluate the acoustics in the theater, one of the param-
eters is the reverberation time. The theater is examined according 
to how the reverberation time corresponds to the change of ma-
terials and volume. Since the main theater, is supposed to be used 
for different acoustical purposes, it is nesscesary to understand the 
different reverberation times for the different purposes. 

Opera is from 1.3-1.8sec and drama (spoken word) 0.7-1.0sec 
(Marshall, 2005). By having a reverberation time on 1.3sec, the 
theater will be possible to use for both. For instance, Deutscheoop-
er in Berlin has a reverberation time on 1.36sec (Beranek, 2004). 

Mid- and high frequencies  are controlled by acoustic treatment of 
the wood panel. 

The diagram above examines how different materials affects the 
reverberation time. For instance it would be possible to achieve 
a higher reverberation time by combining wood on the wall with 
concrete on the floor. However wood is choosed for the whole in-
terior to keep the reverberation time at 1.3sec. 
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ExTErIOr

p. 92-93

1 sk in shape study

2 sk in shape study

3 sk in shape study

4 sk in shape study

5 gap atmosphere v isual isat ion

6 study on tr iangular facade systems

7 study on tr iangular facade systems

p. 90-91
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Exterior design has been carried out through a process off quick 
visualisation followed up by evaluation and conceptulization.

The preceeding pages show examples of studies carried out on skin 
and facades. The skin has evolved through a process of iterations, 
where the shape has been supplied with more movement and dy-
namics to approach the desired expression and to fit appropriately 
with the volumes below.

The facades have been developed through studies on triangle sys-
tems and their advantages and disadvantages as well as materials 
and the way light enters the gap.
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The design process has been characterized by an on-going flow of 
analyses and iterations, where design issues have been solved by 
testing solutions concretely. Tools have primarily been 3D model-
ling and graphic visualisation. In this way atmospheres have been 
effectively communicated between team members and design is-
sues have been continuously visualized, so that discussions are end-
ed on a basis of concrete knowledge on the effect of a certain idea.

It has not been the intention of the team to follow a specific pro-
cess method in this course, as the intention of the team has been to 
produce relevant analyses when needed, which has made the de-
sign process productive. The free combination and usage of various 
methods and processes when relevant has allowed a focus on the 
design and early concept development, resulting in a large produc-
tion of visual material for evaluation and basis for selection.

However a more structured and systematic approach to design-
ing could have resulted in a higher level of performance based de-
sign. As an example, the auditorium could have been controlled 
to a larger degree, than what is the case, by acoustic parameters. 
Though it has been the intention of the team to primarily work 
with the concept holistically in relation to the atmosphere and 
concept, which involves many parameters other than acoustics. 
Thus the starting point of the auditorium has been the conceptual-
ization of the desired mood and atmosphere. In the meeting with 
acoustic investigation the concept has shown to take a turn away 
from the initial concept of the sharp-edged, concave cave to a soft 
organic shape that integrate both the convex and concave surfaces 
to create a functional acoustic environment. In this way the acous-
tical parameters has clearly impacted the architectural concept in a 
reinterpretation of the cave or the core.
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The intention of designing a complex cultural building with an em-
phasis on the experience and atmosphere of the scenario of attend-
ing a live performance has resulted in a conceptual proposal with 
a potential of becoming a landmark of the city. The city wants to 
be aligned with other major australian cities like Sydney and Bris-
bane and with this building, Gold Coast will be competitive. The 
result is a building that relates to the context by contrast and by 
integration. The development of the city, has been rapid over the 
last decades, which has induced a monotonous one dimensional 
architecture.

With the new cultural precinct of Gold Coast, the city will have 
world class facilities, with various sizes and configurations for the 
different use. Among them, they get a main theater, symbolical 
placed in center. The city needs a city center, and the cultural heart 
will create the boundaries of a two dimensional development. The 
building creates the missing link between the beautiful nature in 
hinterland and the exisiting city. The building contributes to the 
future development, of green arts walk, park areas and a greener 
cityscape. now the city people has a green oasis, combined with 
the new cultural heart.
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